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Part I: Discussion of Wind Energy
A. Wind Energy in New York
With today’s changing climate, scientists and policy makers have been pushing
to increase the amount of energy generated from renewable resources.1 The Federal
government has begun to advocate for wind development which makes wind energy one
of the most popular alternative energy sources in the United States.2 With the federal
government backing wind development, many states including New York have adopted
policies to promote wind energy.3 In New York, the Department of Conservation (DEC)
has pushed to implement wind farms across the state but has been meant with resistance.4
Although the recent push for development, many individuals continue to advocate against
the implementation of wind power. Resistance has come from many individuals
including; local community members, local government officials, and municipalities.5
The most common arguments formulate around bird killings, NIMBYism, the noise
levels with wind mills, and the visualization of large wind farms.6 Individuals in those
communities have filed lawsuits and used moratoriums to delay development. With the
passage of Legislation X or “the N.Y. Power Act” in August 2011, the New York State
government will now take control of implementing wind farms across New York State.7
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As a result, local communities will lose some of their power to prevent wind
development from occuring.8
Due to the new legislation, New Yorkers should not fight to prevent wind energy
from occuring. Rather, they should fight to ensure their local communities and
economies get the most out of wind development. Wind energy has the power to
transform small rural communities, increase local economies, and benefit the local school
districts.9 Wind energy can be a powerful economic change that New York needs to
decrease deficits, and help stimulate job growth. Wind energy will change the face of
New York.

B. Current Wind Energy produced by windmills in the United States and New York
The Federal government has adopted a pro-renewable energy resource plan that
promotes the use of solar panels, bio-fuel, hybrid vehicles, and the use windmills.10
Windmills have had a large amount of success and has more advanced technology
compared to other alternative sources.11 Therefore, wind development has been heavily
pushed across the United States. In June 2011, the United States generates 42,432
megawatts of energy through the use of windmills, across thirty-eight states.12 The
United States Department of Energy predicts that by 2030, twenty percent of the energy
generated in the United States will run on windmill turbines alone.13 Only fourteen states
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in the country produce over 1,000 mega watts of energy from the use of wind power.14
New York is one of the states utlizing wind energy to generate electricity, and is
becoming a leader.15
In New York State as of June 2011, wind farms have the generation capacity of
1,339.2 megawatts per year.16 The wind farms do not operate to their full capacity but
produce 1,000.1 megawatts of electricity per year.17 Wind farms produces enough
electricity to operate 480,000 homes.18 Windmills help reduce green house gas emission
by 1,500,000 tons a year to help the environment.19
Windmills require a large amount of property for development.20 Developers to
seek large, undeveloped areas of land. In New York, large undeveloped regions of land
exist in the upstate regions.21 There are sixteen wind farms across nine counties.22 Many
of the counties used to develop the wind farms have occurred in Western New York.
In Western New York there are five large wind farms which are located in Erie
and Wyoming Counties.23 The current wind farms in Western New York include, Steel
Winds Wind Farm, Noble Bliss Wind Project, High Sheldon Wind Project, Noble
Wethersfield Wind Project, and Wethersfield Wind Project.24 Western New York
generates 366.1 megawatts of energy from wind mills.25 Western New York windmills
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and windfarms are responsible for generating 27.3% of the total megawatt energy in New
York State.26

C. The Negatives of Wind Energy
There are negative aspects of windmills use which include; the placement of
windmills, the amount of bird deaths, and the noise level of windmills.27 The opponents
of wind farms highlight these negative impacts as major reasons to oppose further wind
farm development.28
a. Placement of Windmills
Windmills require wind to operate. Many windmills require the wind to be
blowing at a minimum of eight mph to be able to produce any energy.29 Therefore, that
limits the number of places that windfarms and windmills can be constructed.30 The best
place to develop wind farms are along coastal regions.31 The body of water provides the
constant flow of wind that is necessary to generate energy.32 Coastal projects are
expensive because of the high cost of coastal lands.33 Coastal land are preferred but are
not abundant enough.34
The visual appearance is one of the main arguments opposing wind development
along coastal regions. Many individuals perceive windmills to be unattractive and bring
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a negative visual appearance to natural landscapes.35 People choose to live in close
proximity to the water. The argument is developed on the premise that the obstructed
view of the wind mills would negatively impact the area, reduce the housing prices,
which would cause individuals to move.36 The proposed Great Lakes Project is an
example of a vehemently opposed project because many people argue that windmills will
obstruct their views on Lake Erie and Lake Ontario.37 The individuals in those regions
contested the wind development due to decreased housing prices.38 The opponents were
successful because the plan was set aside due to the high costs of developing the wind
farm in those regions.39
b. Amount of land required
Windmills require extenive acreage with constant wind. Each windmill requires
more than one acre of land. For example, a windmill which generates 1.5 megawatts of
energy requires at least 17.8 acres of property.40 The amount of undeveloped land
required for wind development has made upstate New York a dominate place to develop
wind farms.41 Currently, there are not windfarms located in downstate New York.
c. Bird mortalities from windmills
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The proposed upland, coastal and offshore site affect the bird habitats for
breeding, wintering and migrating.42 “The effects of a wind farm on birds are highly
variable and depend on a wide range of factors including the specification of the
development, the topography of the surrounding land, the habitats affected and the
number and species of birds present.”43
The rates of mortality vary from 0.01 to 23 bird collisions annually across the
world.44 The highest number of bird killings per windmill are recorded from an off-shore
wind farm in Belgium.45 In the United States the average windmill recorded 5.8 killings
per year annually.46 The opponents declare that large number of bird mortalities are
caused each year due to windmills.47 In comparison, the study found that an equal
number of birds are killed per year from electical power lines as windmills.48
d. Noise Pollution
A common complaint with individuals living near the windmills is noise.
Individuals claim to suffer psychological and physical problems as a result of the noise.
Windmills are known to produce a “whooshing” noise when they are in rotation.49 The
scientific studies have yet to link the actual harm from the noise of the windmills to the
health symptoms that have been claimed.50 Constant, unfamiliar noises cause people to
be annoyed and interfere with sleep.51 The study noted that individuals receiving an
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economic benefit from the windmills reported almost no annoyance from the noise.52 In
contrast, individuals near the windmills and not receiving economic benefits reported the
highest level of annoyance.53
These negative perceptions can be acheieved with increased and advaced
windmill technology. Scientists and environmentalists have changed and altered
windmills to decrease noise pollution, and bird mortality rates.54 There is one negative
aspect of windmills that may not be combatted with better technology; visual
appearance.55
e. Aesthetic Opponent of Windfarms
Unlike cell phone towers, and satellite dishes which are able to be hidden,
windmills cannot be hidden or camoflauged.56 Windmills are most commonly considered
“eye sores” because they affect the relatively natural landscape where they are
developed.57 People understand the economic value associated with windmills and yet
the negative aesthetic of windmills continues to remain.58 Studies in Europe have shown
that many opponents of windmills can shift their attitude towards windmills. It is
possible that indidivuals can embrace wind energy.
f. NIMBYism
Many opponents of wind farm development use NIMBYism.59 NIMBYism is
defined as “not in my backyard,” which illustrates that individuals understand the
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importance of wind energy, but do not want development on their property.60 They
waant to see development take place, but not specifically in their community.61 Other
individuals specifically argue that the wind farms have yet to turnaround the cost of
developing them, and in all reality do very little for the community.62 The problem is that
much of the information is lacking to provide individuals with an accurate perspective on
wind farms.
The negative impacts of wind farms can be trumped by the economic and
environmental advantages. New York State and the United States in whole needs to
adopt other sources of energy and decrease their reliance on oil.63 The energy produced
from windmills could help provide that energy source neededand improve the
environment.64

Part II: Wind Energy in Western New York
A. The Role DEC in Wester New York windmill projects
The Department of Environmental Conservation plays a major role in developing
wind projects in New York State.65 The Renewable Energy Task Force and Plan, and the
Renewable Portfolio Standard are plans implemented by the DEC.66 The common goal
of the plans is to reduce the emission of carbon into the atmosphere through the use of
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alternative energy resources such as solar, wind, and geothermal.67 The plans highlight
using wind energy usage because of the previous positive effects that wind energy
projects have had on New York State.68
The Renewable Energy Task Force Plan provides a comprehensive policy
roadmap.69 The main goal of the plan is to reduce electricity use by fifteen percent
before 2015.70 The elements of the plan include: creating new appliance standards,
stricter energy-related building codes, investment in renewable energy products
throughout the state, and a faster review process for wind energy.71 These elements will
help to reduce the carbon emissions, which will achieve the ultimate goal.
In 2004, New York State implemented the Renewable Portfolio Standard (RPS).
The Renewable Porfolio Standard is the cornerstone for renewable energy because it
helped New York to seek alternative sources of energy.72 The plan promotes the research,
development, and alternative energy.73 The main goal of RPS is to have all of New York
receiving thirty percent of their energy from renewable energy resources by 2015.74 The
plan highlights the importance of wind energy to help meet the RPS projected goal
because of its known success in reducing carbon emissions.75
B. Economic Benefits of Wind Farms in Western New York
There have been many economic benefits brought to Western New York because
wind farm development. The wind farms have created jobs, and helped to clean up
67
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industrial sites in Buffalo.76 Also, the government has granted individuals tax breaks, and
given incentives to communities.77
One of the most successful projects in Western New York is the Steel Wind,
Wind Project located in Lackawanna, New York.78 The Steel Winds project was the first
project in the country developed on an old industrial sight. The project is successful
because it demonstrates the capacity that Buffalo could have for wind farm development,
and transforming the polluted, abandoned industrial sites within the city.
The wind farm has ten wind turbines that generate enough energy to operate 9,000
homes on a yearly basis.79 The plan has proposed a second phase of the project which
will increase the amount of wind turbines as well as the amount of energy able to be
produced from the turbines.80
The Town of Alleghany received many economic benefits from the Lackawanna
Wind Project. First, the town receives $1,000 per turbine for allowing the development.81
Once construction started, the town received another $500,000.82 After the installation of
the wind turbines, the town received an additional $285,000 a year to compensate for the
lack of tax payments.83 The Alleghany Library and historical society each received
$5,000 as part of the agreement.84 The development company had to improve the road
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conditions so that the roads could withstand the weight of the trucks.85 The construction
of the wind farm created 200 temporary jobs and local businesses received increased
revenue.86 The project created five permanent jobs in Lackawanna.87 The Lackawanna
School District receives $35,000 a year for approving the project.88 Over a fifteen year
period the school district will receive a total of $525,000.89
Noble Environmental Power has been a leading wind energy developer in
Western New York with two successful projects.90 The Noble Bliss project contains
sixty-seven, 1.5 megawatt windmilld which produce a total of 100.5 megawatts of
energy.91 That translates into providing enough annual electricity for approximately
33,500 homes.92 The project began on May 18, 2008 and was operational in 2009. The
other project is Noble Wethersfield Windpark.93 The project produces 126 megawatts
from eighty-four windmills.94 The construction began in June 17, 2008 and the windpark
became operational in the spring of 2009.95 The project produces enough clean energy to
provide the annual electricity needs to 42,000 homes.96 The wind farm helped to create
ten permanent employee positions.97
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The High Sheldon Wind Farm is located in Wyoming County.98 The farm has
seventy-five wind towers which harness 112.5 megawatts of energy which produces
enough energy to run the electricity for 33,600 homes.99 The windfarm was placed on
farm land which the local farmers leased to the wind development company.100 As a
result, the windfarm pays the local taxes for the Town of Sheldon and continues to have a
growing economic impact on the area.101
The wind farms in Western New York have brought millions of dollars of revenue
into the area, paid the taxes for local towns and communities, and helps the environment
by reducing the pollution and cleaning up contaminated sites. The economic and
environmental benefits in Western New York far outweigh the negative aspects of wind
energy.

C. The use of Moratoriums
Communities and local activists groups have taken many steps prevent the
development of wind projects suspend their development. They have been successful by
opposing wind projects through the use of moratoriums and filed lawsuits.
Before a wind project will be approved, there must be town meetings.102 Many
town meetings are held over a length of time due to the complicated nature of the
plans.103 The plan must include; the site for development, the costs of development, the
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economic benefit on the community, and impact studies on the region.104 During the
approval process, advocate groups and local individuals propose moratoriums.105
Moratoriums allow more time for consideration of the proposed projects.106 For example,
it suspends the project until the community has had adequate time to consider, draft,
adopt rules or land use policies to deal with the development.107 The problem with
moratoriums is the ability to suspend moratoriums for years which does not allow for
development to occur.108 For example, in 2008 the town of Castile passed a year long
moratorium on the proposed wind farm.109 A moratorium is able to be extended as long
as the community believes is necessary.110 The town of Castile extended the moratorium
for five years. Within the five year period, the developers dropped the proposed wind
farm. The town of Castille used a mortorium to complete stop wind farm development
from occurring.111 The ability of moratoriums to completely stop wind projects from
developing has been a major problem, and has stopped development.

D. Wind Farm litigation
Local community members have taken the local Town Boards to court for
violation based on allowing wind development to occur. In the Town of Sheldon, six
community members sued the Town Board.112 The community members were seeking to
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annul the approval of the High Sheldon Wind Farm and obtain a preliminary injunction to
prevent further development.113 The petitioners argued six different causes of action that
included; 1) that the town did not have the authority to grant certain variances with local
laws, 2) the board exceeded its jurisdictions by granting certain variances, 3) the board
violated the local law by authorizing setback variances, 4) the board violated the doctrine
of legislative equivalency, 5) the ZBA invaded the board’s legislative province by
granting the variances, 6) the board failed to make specific disclosures to the municipal
law.114 The court reasoned that there was no “clear and obvious” conflict of laws or
violations on the part of the Town Board of Sheldon.115 The Supreme Court of New
York determined that each of the causes of action by the petitioners was not valid, and
the preliminary injunction was denied and the motion was dismissed.116 This case
illistrates that the court is not likely to get involved in matters to suspend wind farm
development. They have stated that such development is a legislative issue and is not the
place of the judicial system to become involved.117
E. The Process made easier for Wind Development
New York State works to decrease the amount of time that wind development
takes. They have adopted two approaches to help increase the process. The first
approach is to develop wind farms on state and publicly owned property, such as the New
York State Thruway project.118 Therefore there does not need to be an approval process
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by the local governments and municipalities.119 The second approach is to decrease the
local and municipality involvement all together as in Article X.120 Article X helps to
speed up the process because the local leaders and communities lose much of their power
to implement wind farm development. 121
a. New York State Thruway Project
The New York State Thruway authority recently approved for the development of
five turbines along the thruway between Buffalo and the Pennsylvania state line.122 The
Thruway Authority proposed the project to produce enough energy to run its facilities
along the thruway.123 The construction is set to begin in 2012, and it required no
approval from any local communities or municipalities.124 This was the first project
proposed on public lands.125 It is possible that other agencies in the state will implement
wind energy to help save costs, and implement renewable energy sources to help New
York meet its ultimate goal of energy reduction.126
b. Article X
Governor Cuomo signed Article X on August 4, 2011 with the primary purpose to
provide for the new and modified methods of siting windmills.127 Previously, wind
developers had to apply for numerous state and local permits indivdually. With the new
legislation the Board of Electric Generation Siting and the Environment created a
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singular process for applyng to permits.128 The legislation creates a board of individuals
responsible for the implementation projects in regions in New York State.129 The board
consists of two adhoc members within the municipality where the project is sited to be
placed, but there are a total of 7 members.130 Five members on the board, have no direct
involvment or personal stake in the community. Therefore the local communities and
governments not longer have the direct involvement in the wind development process.
The local communities will not be involved in approving projects if the energy
facilitate generates more than twenty-five megawatts of electricity.131 This law may have
a dramatic effect on smaller wind energy projects, because local communities and
municipalities may not have the ability to prevent wind development projects from
coming to their community.132 Importantly, New York State is pushing the development
of renewable energy projects under Governor Cuomo, and with his efforts wind
development will continue to occur at a growing rate.133 Local individuals should
embrace wind energy because then the individuals in the communities would have a
better chance of reaping the possible benefits that wind development could provide.
There are proposed plans in Western New York that have yet been constructed
and remain in the review process.134 The wind projects under review are the projects that
have received controversy.135 Many of the projecets are meant with much resistance
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from the community members. Based on the new legislation many projects that were
opposed will be much closer to development.

Part III: Advanced Wind Technology
a. Windmill v. Wind Turbine
Often times many individuals use windmill and wind turbine interchangeably. In
fact wind turbines and windmills are not one in the same because there are many
differences.136 The differences include; the speed the blade rotates, visual appeareance,
utlization of wind, and ability to generate electricity.137 Wind turbines have more
advanced technology than windmills and have shown to be more productive.138
One of the major differences is the speed the blades rotate.139 In traditional
windmills the blades rotate at a very slow pace which required a powerful turning force
to extert energy.140 Therefore the traditional windmills are not able to produce electricity
to their full capacity.141 The slow rotation of the blades is also a factor in how the
windmill does not fully utilize the wind.142 For example many windmills require the
wind to be blowing at least eight mph, for the blades to rotate.143 If the blades are not
rotating, then the windmills will not produce electricity. When compared to a wind
turbine which is able to better utilize the wind to turn it into electricity, and it will operate
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with wind speeds below eight miles per hour.144 The advanced technology of wind
turbines, will help to maximize the electricity production from the wind.145
b. Kean Wind Turbine
The Kean Wind Turbine Company is a benefit corporation in Buffalo.146 That in
turn means that fifty percent to the revenue raised from the sale of the wind turbines will
directly benefit the western New York region.147 The company is completely based in
Buffalo from engineering, to the production of wind mills. The production of the
windturbines could help stimulate and create jobs.148 Also, all of the shareholders of the
company are located in Western New York which will help keep the interests local.
The Kean Company has developed an advanced model of a wind turbine.149 The
wind turbine eliminates many of the negative aspects of windmills.150 They have created
a wind turbine opposed to a wind mill which has a more effective design.151 (See Exhibit
A). Compared to windmills, the wind turbine is able “to convert forty percent of the
kinetic energy from the wind to useful energy”, which far surpasses any other model.152
The efficiency of the Kean Wind Turbine would substantially benefit wind energy
technology.153
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The most beneficial aspect of the wind turbine is that wind turbines are much
smaller in size compared to the large windmills.154 That allows wind turbines to be
placed much closer together, which would reduce the amount of property required for
wind development.

155

The wind turbines can be placed on top of commercial buildings,

in urban communities, and places where traditional windmills could not be placed.156
This would greatly appeal to individuals who are against wind energy because it would
not need to be near the coastlines, and would not take up many acres of property.157
Many of the negative effects individuals associate with windmills have been
eliminated by the Kean Wind Turbine. Studies have shown that there is no noise
pollution, the wind turbines are able to operate at high speeds, decrease bird mortality,
and make them more visibly appealing.158 The wind turbine is designed to prevent bird
mortalities because there are no opening for the birds to be caught.159 There will almost
still be opponents to wind turbines, but at minimum the wind turbines help to eliminate
many of the negatives to help appease more individuals.
Other advanced technology in the future could help to increase the amount of
electricity that windmills would be able to generate. The Kean Wind Turbine is a step in
the right direction for Western New York to help create jobs and promote renewable
energy sources.160 In the future, there will most likely be more advances that will change
wind energy.
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New York State has promoted and pushed for the greater usage of renewable
energy resources in the current years.161 Due to the push, wind energy has been a strong
part of New York’s strategy to increase electricity production from renewable energy
resources.162 Wind energy has seen to have some faults and things that can be approved
with the better advanced technology.
No matter what types of developments occur, there will always be people that are
opposed to change. Windmills and wind turbines in the United States are a more recent
development, and it will take people longer to embrace the idea of wind energy. With the
passage of Article X, it is likely that it will change how wind development occurs.163
Wind development could occur much faster, and alleviate much of the the local
community involvement. In the future years it will be interesting to see whether wind
development really does increase, and the reaction that local communities and
municipalities will have to wind development.
There are many positive economic benefits that wind energy production would be
able to provide to communities across New York State.164 It would be in the best interest
of people to embrace wind energy to help reduce pollultion and gain the most economic
benefits as possible. Wind development will continue to occur across the state, and it is
something that is not going to disappear any time in the near future. Due to the
increasing use of wind energy, development in technology, and New York State’s push it
is likely that windmills and wind turbines will play a large role in the development of
New York State in the future.
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